Customer
report
2022
We asked, Home Group delivered!
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A year in
involvement
Between April 2021 and
March 2022, we have
engaged with a total of

4,469

		customers

2,915
1,554
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at a local level
with regional and
national groups and
projects led by the
Engagement team

Equality and
diversity
50

Life Swap members
delivered 78 Life Swaps to
1,309 customers, colleagues
and stakeholders

Read documents
7 Easy
created by customers from
9 disability services at 17
meetings

4

customers co-created and
delivered equality, diversity
and inclusion training to 8
customers

Scrutiny and governance
Board members
2 customer
on Home Group and 2 on

Home Scotland Board and
10 customers presented to
Board on a range of issues

Forum members
32 Customer
in 4 meetings at 12 sessions
Team members
173 Viewpoint
took part in 57 Viewpoint
meetings at 128 sessions

involved in 16 Grounds
70 customers
Maintenance scrutiny meetings
from New Models of Care Services involved
22 customers
in 8 Honest Opinion Group meetings and consultations
and presented to Home Group board

scrutinised Key Performance
6 customers
Indicators at 3 meetings
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Customer awards
175 nominations
involved in
5 customers
shortlisting and judging
11

lockdown celebrations
across the country

Public affairs
7 customers involved in
6 national external events

Recruitment,
and training
39
9

customers involved in
recruiting colleagues into
206 roles
customers involved in
delivering training

Communication
21 customers involved in
3 Homelife Editorial panels

Community engagement
Retrofit Pilot’ customers
13 ‘Summerhill
came to an open day
gift bags delivered in
245 Christmas
‘Spreading a little Christmas cheer’

project for over 55s services in Cumbria

involved in ‘Memory walks’
24 customers
for the Alzheimer’s Society
of Hope’ delivered in Cumbria
500 ‘Bags
with advice on mental health

Complaints
10 complaints
investigated by

the independent
complaints panel
with 42 of their 48
recommendations
implemented

18 complaints
reviewed by

Complaints
Scrutiny Group

Estate Inspections involving
10 Digital
22 customers
customers involved in the distribution

18 of the community patch fund in the
south west
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Customer voices
on the Board
Indra M

Chris V

What a year it has been. Finally getting back to
seeing people face to face and holding meetings
where everyone is in the same room. It’s been great
that Home Group has managed to keep customers
involved throughout the pandemic and beyond.
Things are starting to get back to the new normal now.

Well! This time last year I thought that things were
starting to settle down after Covid, and we’d soon
be on a more even keel. But no, the Omicron variant
has meant that Covid is still with us, and on top of
that there has been the invasion of Ukraine, with
shortages of raw materials for building and repairs,
the inflation rate soaring, and the cost of living rising
for everyone. Home Group as an organisation is not
immune to these problems, but also of course it must
never be forgotten that they will have a direct effect on
individuals, the customers of Home Group.

a customer who rents her home in Cumbria

It’s been a bit of a rollercoaster for myself on the Board,
having only a handful of meetings in person since
joining, but I’ve still managed to be involved and help
shape the organisation. A highlight in our meetings is
the customer sessions, which are always warmly met
by all Board members and are looked forward to at
every meeting. They are always a topic for conversation,
discussion, and debate. It is so good to hear the
customers’ points of view, straight from the customer
where they can answer any questions there and then.
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a leasehold customer from Newcastle

As well as being a customer member of the Board,
I am still part of Viewpoint teams and take part in
complaints review panels, and I think it is both useful
and important to do that, to try to keep in touch with
the problems that customers are facing, and to ensure
that the Board never loses sight of them.
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Customer promise...
…to provide a safe place to live
…to deliver a reliable repairs service
…to care about you
…to help communities grow
…to tell you where your money goes
…to work together with customers and partners
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Summary
The customer promise has had many challenges
to contend with this year such as the new normality
of Covid-19, Brexit, and the cost of living crisis.
Covid-19 is still a disruption as it continues to
impact on staffing levels across the organisation
and is also affecting Home Group’s contractors.
Brexit continues to make it difficult to find certain
supplies in a timely manner, which has impacted
on customers getting repairs completed on time.
The cost of living crisis due to Covid-19, Brexit,
and the war in Ukraine has produced unique
challenges which have required strategic thinking
in ensuring the customer promise is delivered.
Despite these challenges, Home Group has strived
to ensure the delivery of its customer promise to
its customers under a new normality of living. The
promise has been delivered through partnership
working ensuring the customer voice is heard and
is actioned throughout the delivery of the promise.
The report illustrates where the promise has been
achieved and where improvement is needed
and provides a balanced view of Home Group’s
performance in its delivery of the customer promise.
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Safe place to live
I was anxious being the only
woman in the service, but the
lads were so supportive, they
looked out for me and included
me. The people who work and
live there really care.
Charlotte D
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Recovery through unity

Gender, dismissed!

by Charlotte D, a customer from a recovery service in Leicester

by Dee K, a customer who rents her home in London

Before moving into Unity House, I was struggling with my mental
health and experiencing psychosis. Social services got involved
and my child was put into my mum’s care. This was during Covid
and I couldn’t see my family other than the arranged contact
with my child, I felt very alone. I spent some time in hospital
and because I needed to detox from alcohol, I was referred into
a specialist trauma rehab. This is when I connected with Home
Group and started getting floating support. I moved into Unity
House straight from rehab. Home Group worked with them to
make the transition easy on me. I felt so safe living there, they
provided groups to support with mental health and addiction
and even though I now live in a move-on flat, I still go back for
the groups. To be eligible for the groups you must be abstinent,
and the drug and alcohol testing was a great deterrent for
me, it made me think twice before I made bad choices. I was
anxious being the only woman in the service, but the lads were
so supportive, they looked out for me and included me. Unity
has given me a sense of normality. The people who work and live
there really care, and they have given me my life back.

“A woman in a man’s world”, my daughter laughed. I said this as
a contractor left my home after inspecting a radiator that was
not working. I immediately felt by his body language that he was
dismissive of me, then he spoke, and confirmed it. He spoke quickly
and kept repeating himself. I mentioned my concerns and was
dismissed as he continued to explain what button turns up the
heating and how to set the timer. What this man saw was a woman,
in fact a woman of colour. This I feel, gave him the impression
that he could talk at me, instead of to me. Talk over me, instead of
listening to me, dismiss my concerns and dismiss me. My 17-year-old
daughter’s response was to quote Oprah, “The greatest discovery
is that a person can change his future by merely changing his
attitude”. I laughed, then made a call to customer services hoping
the next engineer would treat me and my concerns with respect.
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Unity has
given me
a sense of
normality.

A women
in a man’s
world.

It’s experiences like this one that led to us working with the head of
customer engagement, on a project called ‘the gendered impact
of service failure’, we discuss lived examples like this at great length
and work out how we can support a largely male workforce to
understand the needs of their female customers, and positively
affect the culture of maintenance services.
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Reliable repairs
We’re watching our home
come back alive with the
comings and goings growing
daily, but unfortunately so do
the repairs that have been put
on hold for many months.
Dee K
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Excellent estate liaison officer!

Maintenance light at the end of Covid

by Marion L, a customer who rents her home in Northampton

by Dee K, a customer who rents her home in London

I got in touch with Home Group as I had some outstanding
bathroom repairs, my estate liaison officer got in touch to help
me sort out all the issues. With her help I managed to get an
inspection by the contracts manager and get things moving.
Jemima, the estate liaison officer, followed up all the repairs with
the contractor, arranging convenient dates and times for the
work to be carried out. As I am the main carer for my sister, I have
limited availability.

Covid has been, and still is, a challenge for everyone, the question
is “is Home Group able to rise to the challenge?”. This question
has been directed to Home Group even more since lockdowns
have finished. The answer is in the action more than the words
that are spoken. We’re watching our home, that we call the
village, start to come back alive with the comings and goings
growing daily, but unfortunately so do the repairs that have
been put on hold for many months. The work carried out by
contractors can sometimes be questionable. The reasons why
are understandable, and empathy is shown. Taking this into
consideration, what is it that customers ask for? The answer
is simple, for any job that is carried out to be done to a high
standard. Be it painting, cleaning or fixing a burst pipe, a sense of
pride in their work should be evident in the finished job. Is this a
dying tradition or requirement? What has been seen and talked
about where I live can only highlight that question more and
more. Hopefully the change that has been promised via senior
leaders at Customer forum will eventually turn things around. Is
this the future light at the end of Covid?

On my last repairs appointment, the contractors messed me
about, saying they would carry out work over two days but only
came for one, leaving the repairs work incomplete. Jemima was
able to get an operative to return the following day and complete
the installation of the bath and the grouting of the tiles, so I at
least had a working bath. She even contacted me outside of her
usual working hours to ensure that I had an appointment date
for my bathroom floor and that the last remaining repairs were
completed. Having an estate liaison officer deal with my repair
issues really helped, I don’t know what I would have done
without her!
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I don’t know
what I would
have done
without her!

Is Home
Group able to
rise to the
challenge?
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Care about you
I have learnt so many positive
transferable skills through
customer engagement and
have a great sense of pride and
achievement being involved.
Kelly D
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Customer, Volunteer, Apprentice

Hello from leasehold retirement

by Kelly D, a customer apprentice from Harlow in Essex

by members of the Leasehold Retirement Viewpoint team in the South

I have been a customer of Home Group for 14 years and was
involved in engagement activities for nine. I feel like I have seen
the Engagement team and the work they do evolve over this
time. Any change takes time, especially within such a large
company, but the achievements are many. I love the fact that
customers are getting a chance to have genuine input to shape
the way the company delivers its standards. I have learnt so many
positive transferable skills during these projects and have a great
sense of pride and achievement from being a part of them.
My journey to become an apprentice has been fulfilling on so
many levels and the progression from volunteer to colleague felt
seamless. One of the first projects I was involved in was to gather
information from other customer apprentices and produce a ‘Top
Tips’ document for new managers to consider when recruiting
customers into apprenticeship roles at Home Group. It was
interesting hearing from other colleagues in the same position
as me and using this to help Home Group learn and improve to
accommodate us. Every day is a school day!

We’ve seen several changes across leasehold retirement schemes this year.
The new management structure is bedding in and Home Group re-joined the
Association of Retirement Housing Managers. They also launched the customer
promise survey for leaseholders – creating a fuller picture of what’s working
well, or not, across our schemes. Previously, residents may have felt somewhat
neglected or side-lined, whereas we can now see a bit more clearly how we fit
into the organisation as a whole. Our scheme managers worked throughout
various Covid restrictions to provide continued presence, influence, and guidance.
Many of us have been active at our schemes, arranging events and activities
to bring people together. A sense of community can be hard to find for many
reasons. We all come from different backgrounds with varied experiences, but
it’s important for individual residents, along with residents associations, to define
a sense of community, whatever that may be, and to encourage a sense of
belonging. Home Group is big, and is doing good, solid work, and it’s important
for residents to understand what Home Group is all about. This year, we’d
love to see more emphasis on rejuvenating our committees and encouraging
engagement. You can be independent, make your own choices, and get involved
at your scheme. There’s more to do in the year ahead and we welcome the
opportunity to have more clout and involvement in decision making.
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Any change
takes time,
especially within
such a large
company.

Home
Group is big,
and is doing
good, solid
work.
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Help communities grow
My online community gives a
voice to men’s mental health,
bringing awareness in a safe
community where everyone
is welcome.
Michael P
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Community engagement at its best

Helping men to open up

by Wayne G, a member of the Midlands Viewpoint team

by Michael P, a customer from a mental health service in Andover

The London and South East region have an incredible community
relationship manager called Hayley, so much of her work stands out.
She did
She did everything she could during lockdowns to keep in contact
everything she
with a particularly vulnerable group of 65 customers who did armchair
could during
Pilates at the Beacon Centre. She made phone calls, sent letters,
lockdowns.
provided technical support getting people onto Zoom, sent out
exercise sheets and videos, and various pieces of Pilates equipment
in the post. After 15 months, she was delighted to reopen the inperson classes again in June last year. By the end of August, she had
43 children registered for the Rayners Lane summer playscheme. £5,000 of external
funding was won from the Young Harrow Foundation and Tesco donated food
donations for families to take home. Activities ranged from art, drama, sports, debating,
fruit art and healthy cooking, to two-day trips to the local country park to take part in
Go Ape adventures. Hayley is also involved in the regeneration at High Wycombe and
with some funding allocated by the Midlands Viewpoint team, she’s been able to set
up a ten-week boxing course. Sessions include boxing coaching, discipline, wellbeing
talks, healthy refreshments, and mentoring with a professional coach for the children
living in the neighbourhood. We can’t wait to see what she does next.

The support I get from Home Group has really helped me feel
able to talk openly about my mental health. I’ve been able
to use one of my hobbies to open up conversations between
men about mental health, something many of us find really
difficult. “Be kind, because you don’t know what war individuals
are fighting”, that’s what my YouTube channel ‘DistortedMinds
Gaming’ is all about. Giving people a safe space to know that it’s
okay to go through periods of mental distress.
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Be kind,
because you
don’t know what
war individuals
are fighting.

One in three of us will have issues with our mental health in our
lifetime, and two in three of us will know someone that will. That
means all of us should feel comfortable talking about mental
health, and that’s where my channel comes in. It gives a voice to
mental health, bringing awareness through a safe community
where everyone is welcome. Like many men and boys, I use
gaming to channel my own issues. It helps me to see how some
of my mental health difficulties can turn from disabilities into
the most amazing gifts, by making mental health light up like a
neon sign in my online community.
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Where your money goes
We’re lucky to have our own
community centre funded
by Home Group. It’s such
a fantastic resource for the
people who live here.
Laura D
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Financial inclusion

Highs and lows at Rayners Lane

by Wayne G, a member of the Midlands Viewpoint team

by Laura D, a customer who rents her home in London

Home Group has financial inclusion teams working across rented
neighbourhoods. Their role is to support customers to maximise their
They are
income by signposting to services that can help and identify benefit
changing
entitlement for customers. They have been making a big difference to
customers’
customers who have struggled financially. One example that is really
lives for the
outstanding is from Sarah, a financial inclusion partner working in the
better!
Midlands. After supporting a customer to apply for an exemption in council
tax that they were entitled to, she helped them establish that they had
limited capability for work and secured the right disability benefits with
back pay. Their income increased by £350 per month and this work overall resulted
in the customer getting back nearly £10,000. They are now exempt from paying the
tax which also helps them every month. Sarah also used Home Group’s resources
and applied to the Home Group fund for food, gas and electric and signposted her
customer to a local mental health organisation for ongoing support. One of Sarah’s
customers said, ‘Your support getting me the benefits I’m entitled to has been
invaluable, your efforts will never be forgotten!’ This just goes to show the level of
change and impact this team delivers, how they are changing customers’
lives for the better!

We’re lucky here on Rayners Lane in London to have our own
community centre funded by Home Group. It’s such a fantastic
resource for the people who live here. There are so many
activities available to get involved in, whether that’s involvement
with Home Group, or social or wellbeing sessions. To name a few
things. we have seated Pilates for people over 50, children’s
boxing classes, children’s coding classes and a women only
exercise class once a week, where all the windows are covered
so that Muslim women are able to attend the class knowing
that the necessary adaptations are made so that they can join in.
The opportunities are plenty and they make a big difference to
people in my community, especially those who are more isolated
or vulnerable. However, there are still ways Home Group can
improve, specifically relating to the management of anti-social
behaviour, the parking situation where local businesses take up
spaces intended for our use, and the management of the street
lighting that Home Group is responsible for. Getting repairs to
this lighting was such hard work and very frustrating, with no
street lighting for months it left me feeling particularly vulnerable
and unable to leave my home at night.
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The
opportunities
are plenty
andthey
make a big
difference.
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Working together
I love volunteering for both
Home Group and the NHS.
Setting up a Life Swap and
seeing them come together
has made me just as proud as
I was the day that I carried the
Olympic torch!
Ronnie T
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External Influencing

Learning from Scotland

by Ronnie T, a customer from a learning disability service in Kent

by members of the complaints scrutiny group

I love involvement at Home Group and especially doing Life Swap.
While volunteering for the NHS, I told them all about it. They
asked me to put the chair of their Learning Disability Community
of Practice group in touch with Home Group to take Life Swap
to them. We met a few times on Teams and I helped to plan an
online event. Along with two other Life Swappers, Stewart from
Torquay and Diane from Newcastle, we shared our stories around
learning disabilities, autism, mental health, and volunteering, for
the audience made up of doctors, psychologists, researchers, and
other clinicians. We got amazing feedback from the audience
which also included other people who have learning disabilities;
they said that they were truly inspired!

We have been super busy in the complaints scrutiny group
this year, with complaints in England at their highest ever. We
reviewed process differences between England and Scotland
and discussed the culture of social housing in Scotland and
England. We looked at the impact of the right-to-buy scheme
in Scotland on affordable housing. We analysed Scotland’s
approach to complaints, why there are significantly fewer
outstanding complaints and what we could learn. The Scotland
model demonstrates a huge difference for all customers and
if Home Group truly cares it needs to be taking on Scotland’s
processes. We feel disappointed that England are not following
the same processes already. We reviewed the Independent
complaints panel with a breakdown of cases and outcomes
from April 2021 to March 2022. It is unsurprising that there has
been an increase in the number of referrals to the panel, with
complaints at an all-time high. We identified sales process,
defects and aftercare as the key themes and recommend
developing a customer scrutiny group for Persona. We would
like Home Group to create a process for escalating panel
recommendations where actions are outstanding.

I love volunteering for both Home Group and the NHS and
seeing them come together like this has been amazing for
me. Setting this event up and seeing it happen has made
me just as proud as I was the day I carried the Olympic torch.
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They said
that they
were truly
inspired!

The
Scotland model
demonstrates
a huge
difference.
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Overall 2,915
customers
from supported
and leasehold
services
were involved
and engaged
in 2021
2,915
customers
involved
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Representing
Home Group at
external events
Including dementia awareness and
learning disability community health
steering group with the NHS trust

House
meetings
A great opportunity
for customers to meet
other customers and
have their say

customers
involved

89

customers
involved

customers
involved

Health
and safety
checks

89

Reviewing
house
rules

Reviewing
local safeguarding
189
and CCTV
procedures

1,683

customers
involved

Customers
took part in
health and
customers
safety audits
involved
and monthly
defect checks

736

Spending
Customers consulted
on activities they
would like to do and
fundraising ideas

642

customers
involved
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Telling our own stories
My identity is
welcomed and
appreciated
100%.
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LAB from Andover

Laura D from London

I’m here to shout out about the amazing Alphabetti Spaghetti!
An LGBTQ plus support group I helped set up in my supported
housing service. It is completely customer focused and driven.
I helped name the group and created our awesome logo. I’m
so proud of that, and of having a space where my identity is
welcomed and appreciated 100%. The group has done so much
for me, and the other members. It has increased our confidence
digitally and in speaking about our experiences, the good and the
bad. It’s also been a huge part of making my home environment
in Home Group feel safe and inclusive, which in turn has helped
me to achieve my goals and live life to the fullest. As a group we
have achieved so much already, despite only being around for a
short while. We’ve done Life Swaps, co-produced the questions
for an LGBTQ plus history month quiz, created a monthly open
forum support group for anyone to come and ask questions
and learn about our community and so much more. You can’t
always assume that your space is safe when part of the LGBTQ
plus community, but Alphabetti Spaghetti tells me and everyone
else that our home is diversity friendly and that being unique is
beautiful and welcome. I know I won’t be judged, and I can just be
unapologetically me and feel at home in my own home.

I rent my home in Rayners Lane, London and following a lifechanging accident I was made disabled. Home Group put me in
touch with their support service local to me that honestly, saved
my life. I don’t know where I’d be now without that support.
I got involved with the Engagement team during Covid; the
introduction of digital options opened it all up to me. As a person
with disabilities, I am not always able to travel to meetings. Since
getting involved I feel like I have fingers in so many pies! I’m on the
Independent complaints panel and Complaints scrutiny group,
the Customer forum, The London and South East Viewpoint team,
the Gendered impact of maintenance services group, the We
are unique and proud customer disability action group and I do
procurement and recruitment of staff. I’m naturally a very curious
person and I really enjoy getting to see and understand the other
side of things. Bringing my lived experience of being a customer to
meetings and getting to see how and why decisions that affect me
are made, and crucially being able to influence and make changes
to those processes helps to get better results for customers. The
support I got from Home Group is what makes me so passionate
about being involved, I want to give back and help others which I
feel I do as an involved customer.

I don’t know
where I’d be
now without
that support.
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When I
am focussed
nothing can
stop me, this has
become a real
strength.
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Michael P from Andover

Wayne G from Leicester

I live with Complex Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (C-PTSD) which
is a mental health disorder, and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) which is a developmental disorder similar to
autism. ADHD was known as the naughty kid syndrome when I
was growing up. There’s a misconception that ADHD just affects
children and doesn’t carry into adulthood, it does, it just presents
differently. It’s like my brain is hard-wired to not accept information,
so it takes longer for me to process things and I need adaptions to
learn. When I am focussed nothing can stop me, this has become
a real strength. Mixed martial arts was a good coping strategy in
my early 20s, it kept me fit and it kept me out of trouble. It was also
the first experience I had of how my so-called disability actually set
me up for success. Some people are willing to make adaptations
to support me, like giving me extra time to talk and process my
thoughts or helping me keep calm when I feel anxious. Some
don’t though, which makes it harder for me to achieve the things
I want to. My own child also has ADHD and because I’ve learned
about my condition, I’ve been able to support him and his school
to understand and make sure he doesn’t experience the same
challenges I did.

I struggled with drug addiction for several years. After finding the
courage to leave my co-dependant relationship, I re-engaged
with support to start my recovery. I moved into Unity House, an
abstinence-based recovery service in Leicester. I thrived in my
time at the service due to its honest and caring culture and the
peer support I got from the other people who lived there. I am
passionate about physical health and working with the service
manager, staff, the other customers and members of the local
community, we got donations of fitness equipment and fundraised
for a shed to set up our own wellbeing suite.

I aspire to
be the first
health coach for
the Midlands
region.

What started as a couple of dumbbells in the communal lounge,
has grown to two sheds full of equipment to keep customers
focussed on their fitness and on their recovery journeys. I became
a volunteer at the service while still living there, offering peer
support and hosting fitness sessions and I completed a level 2
qualification as a personal trainer. Now I’m an apprentice support
worker doing a health and social care qualification and using my
lived experience to help customers starting their own journey to a
healthier life. I aspire to be the first health coach for the Midlands
region.
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Hear our voice
by Christine S, a customer from
the Birmingham carers service and
member of the multicultural customer
diversity group ‘Do you hear us’.
Look through the window, what do you see? A man, a woman, family.

Once again, they say hear our voice, look beyond what you see

Smiles, laughter, hugs and kisses

The weary heart of trying to explain how it feels not to be free

Look beyond and see what everyone misses

The truth that you are judged by your name, the colour of your skin

The hunched shoulders from another failed interview

So, shake off the bias that has took root and let real change begin

After 100 applications, just not a few

Be the change that you wish to see

Another rejection but ever hopeful

Whilst thinking of how your life would be

Keeping positive, looking like a glass half full

If you were judged not on your ability, what you bring

Generations past made the break, to enable us a chance to take

But on the stigma of the unknown and society pulling the string

So, when you begin to lose hope, think of the things they did to cope

So, hear our voice, while you make your life choice.
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Customer diversity action groups
All our groups have brilliant names. We decide our own
agenda items and what we want to focus on, and we work
alongside Home Group’s diversity groups too.
In Wonder Women we share ideas, cultures and different
perspectives, which allows miracles to happen. By hearing
experiences first-hand, it is really eye opening as to how some
women suffer because of their beliefs, sexual orientation,
culture and colour.
“Being in a women’s group makes me feel resilient, stronger,
confident, and more able to be myself. It also feels like we all
have a special bond together.”
“It’s a vibrant group where women can open up with others
who have had similar experiences! The group is a safe place
where women can open up and share experiences with the
level of detail of their own choosing.”
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We were inspired by the Wonder Women group to create the
Men’s group to help men open up about their mental health
and other problems and providing support and information.
Being in a
women’s group
makes me feel
resiliant.

“It’s early days and we are still finding our feet, but I feel like
these groups will make a big difference to customers at
Home Group.”

These
groups will
make a big
difference to
customers.

We Are Unique and Proud with all kinds of disabilities and
neurodiversity. We’re increasing understanding and acceptance
to reduce stigma around disability and improving services for
customers.
“Know me not my disability.”
“The group has linked customers with members of the
colleague disability group who attended our meeting and
shared their stories and opportunities for involvement. We
as a group want to make things better for customers with
disabilities and we will keep in mind that disabilities come
in many different forms, both visible and invisible.”
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Rainbow
Roofs gives me
and others a
chance to come
together.

We are Rainbow Roofs, the customer voices for HouseProud
in the North West from the LGBTQ plus community.
“Rainbow Roofs gives me and others a chance to come
together, have a sense of belonging and an ability to form
bonds with others from different backgrounds.”
“We need to be more realistic about what hate crimes are
like for tenants, we can’t fix this problem, we are the victims,
housing and government need to do more.”

We are the Honest Opinion Group from learning disability and
complex mental health services, and we help Home Group
make decisions that affect us, to improve services.
“I really enjoy the meetings; we get to talk to the Home Group
bosses about what matters to us and I even got to speak to
the board of directors.”
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In Do You hear Us? we work closely with the multicultural
colleague network to challenge racism and bias.
“I became a good runner, running away from skinheads and
the national front in the 1980s.”
“The generation of today is standing up for the generation of
yesterday, pride and respect has been handed down.”

Pride
and respect
has been
handed
down.

In our Over 55s Forum, we meet with staff and contractors
at house meetings and coffee mornings to discuss issues
important to us, challenging poor service, and giving us a voice
in Home Group. We also plan social and community events at
our schemes
“It’s good to have the opportunity to speak to someone face to
face and it makes you feel better to get things off your chest.”
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SUPPORT

POSITIVE

WONDER
UNITY
WOMEN

Matt Forest

CARE
MULTICULTURAL

CUSTOMER
PROUD

ENGAGEMENT

WE ARE UNIQUE
AND PROUD

COMMUNITIES
SOCIAL
HOUSING
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RAINBOW ROOFS
DIVERSITY

REVIEWING

LEARNING

MENS GROUP

We have all experienced another year of change,
starting the year in yet another lockdown, and ending
it with masks off in England but still being worn in
Scotland. It was a time of adjustment from being in
the midst of a pandemic to finding our way to a new
normal, moving at last from solely digital, to in-person
interaction. Throughout that transition our involved
customers have helped steer us. I’d like to thank every
customer that has been part of the journey, whether it
be through Viewpoint, Customer forum, volunteering,
interviewing, or attending board. You all have a
massive impact on our decision making and the way
we work. Home Group wouldn’t be the same without
you. Thank you, Matt.

PRIDE

LGBTQ+

Executive director of operations

REPAIRS

HEAR
OUR
VOICE

REPRESENTING

PARTNERSHIP
LIFE SWAP

RENTING
ROLE
MODELS

ACTION

INCLUSION

Special thanks from
the Executive team

EQUALITY

VALUE FOR
MONEY

INVOLVEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT
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Over 30 customers wrote
and produced this report
Led by Michael P, Dee K, Wayne G, Laura D and LAB, customers researched, wrote, edited and
reviewed articles, were photographed, decided the style and layout and provided quotes.
Special thanks go to Indra M, Chris V, Charlotte D, Marion L, Kelly D, Ronnie T, Paul P,
Lorraine B, Sean N, Christine S, Dee T, Frances C, Janice J, Karen H, Stuart C, Jill P,
Ella S, Robin T, Cindy B, Jason D, Christine S, Drew H, Liam D, Matt E, Tony R and
Dev M customers from Woodcock Court (a retirement Leasehold scheme in Harrow),
Unity House (a recovery service in Leicester) and the Hampshire south west mental
health service for their brilliant contributions!

email us at involvement@homegroup.org.uk
or call us on 0191 594 8140
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13195

Home Group knows that customers are their experts, which is why
it loves to listen and learn from us. If you’re interested in getting involved:

